California Pre-Built Reports Guide-Elementary
CST SCALED SCORES
What: Easy-to-read snapshot of individual student
performance on a CST test as they relate to the performance
bands

Why: Calculates sliding cut-points allowing you to accurately
evaluate student performance, develop instructional plans, and
create student groupings

Identify students who are on the
margins of advancing or falling-back a
proficiency level.

CST CLUSTER SCORES
What: Report with a simple and streamlined interface for
identifying performance for individual students, teachers,
and the district as a whole on each of the strands tested on
the CST

Why: Provides powerful graphs and charts for comparing
student scores to classroom averages, school averages,
district averages as well as performance level distributions

MULTI YEAR CST PERFORMANCE
SUMMARY
What: Longitudinal comparison of CST performance from two
consecutive years

Why: Allows you to view proficiency level number and
percentage change from year to year on all CSTs

You can add demographic filters to show specific
student groups, i.e. by language fluency, ethnicity,
socio-economic status, or special education, as long
as the data is in DataDirector.
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PIVOT TABLE REPORT
What: CST or CELDT student performance comparison
report over a 2-year period

Why: Identifies specific students who demonstrated
performance level growth or decline, or remained the same

After the report is built, click the Differential button
to view the degree of change, then click the
negative total links at the bottom of the report; these
are the students whose levels have dropped, and
potentially need intervention.

AMAO REPORT
What: Set of reports that show AMAO 1 and AMAO 2
summary data and individual student CELDT results

Why: Identifies students who are meeting or not meeting
AMAO 1 and AMAO 2

Learn about AMAO by clicking
the What is AMAO link.

READING LIONS REPORT
What: Detailed and summarized reports of Reading Lions
results for individual unit comparison or individual student
profile [this report is only available to districts who use
Reading Lions assessments developed by the Sacramento
County Office of Education]

Why: Displays student results for each subtest and colorcodes the scores by performance band
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STUDENT PROFILE REPORT
What: A PDF printout containing summaries of
individual students from within DataDirector.

Why: Allows users to view each student’s data
individually. The printout (which can be generated for
one class at a time) is also useful for parent
conferences.
Make changes in the “Modify Report Options Screen” to
specify which data to include in the report.

MULTIPLE ASSESSMENT LISTING
What: Include state and local assessment data (from a
test series), as well as demographic information on
each student

Why: Quickly generate lists of student information
(e.g. multiple assessments over time)

On the selection screen, check the Show Average
for assessment selection boxes to view averages by
teacher , site, or district.

EXAM REPORTS
What: Student, class, school, and district
level analysis of one exam at a time

Why: Quickly and easily identify strands of
strengths and challenges among students,
classes or schools

Review the Grading Summaries and Statistical
Analysis reports to view item analysis data such as
P Value, Point Biserial, frequency distribution, etc.
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CST PERCENT PROFICIENT TREND
ANALYSIS
What: Multi-tiered analysis of students proficient on the
CST

Why: Compare growth trends in number of students
proficient or at the varying proficiency levels for multiple
years. Use the targets to compare number of different student
groups proficient with the proficiency targets for each year.

Select “Cohort Report” to see only students who took any of the selected assessments.
Select “Limited Cohort Report” for students who took all selected assessments. The “Year
to Year Comparison” compares students and their test results from one academic year to
another.

Tips to Maximize the Reports
•

Demographic Filters – On the selection screen, check the
Demographic Filters box to narrow down your group of
students based on demographic criteria (e.g. language fluency,
ethnicity, etc.).

•

Printing – To print the entire report, click the red PDF icon, if
available. To avoid cropping of images, avoid the printable view
or print screen options.

•

Download to Excel – Download raw data into an Excel
spreadsheet for customized data analysis.

•

Names – Student and teacher names are links to more detailed
information.

•

Sorting Students – To determine high and low performers in a
cluster, click the column headers to sort all students.
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